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INTRODUCTION 

In mechanical testing of heterogeneous materials, such as concrete, the test 
specimen neither yields nor fails when maximum stress is reached; but a gradual 
decrease of stress at an increasing strain, called strain-softening, is observed. 
From the point of view of continuum mechanics, one particularly curious feature 
of this phenomenon is that of instability. It is well known (3-5,12,13,21) that 
any elastic or elastic-plastic material loses stability when the matrix of its tangent 
moduli ceases to be positive definite. On the strain-softening (declining) branch, 
the tangent Young's modulus is negative, which implies that the matrix of tangent 
moduli is not positive definite. Consequently, the specimen as well as any structure 
must lose stability as soon as strain-softening begins. Yet, the existence of 
strain-softening is an experimental fact and it would be in the interest of economy 
of design to take advantage of the internal force redistributions caused by 
strain-softening at ultimate loads. A number of studies have been devoted recently 
to this problem, but a mathematical formulation of the instability aspect has 
not been accomplished, even though many comments to this effect have been 
made (9,14,15,19) and some discrete models of the test specimen (22) and 
micro mechanics models of the material (8) have been proposed. 

The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that an unstable strain localization 
must be considered if strain-softening is to be taken into account in a rational 
manner. It will be shown that ductility is determined by stability conditions 
and a simple way of introducing the effects of size, heterogeneity, and stored 
energy into the stability analysis will be suggested. The analysis will be extended 
to unstable curvature localization in strain-softening beams and the rotation 
capacity of strain-softening hinges will be expressed as a stability condition. 
Some consequences for the finite element solutions of limit loads of concrete 
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structures will also be examined. However, it will not be possible to present 
a complete practical design procedure; this will require inclusion of statistical 

FIG. 1.-Strain Localization Mode of Instability of Strain-Softening Test Specimen 
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AG. 2.-Ductility as Function of Size and Support Stiffness 

nonhomogeneity into the model and possibly more extensive experimental 
information. 

UNSTABLE STRAIN LOCAUZATION IN UNIAXIAL DEFORMATION 

Consider that the test specimen in a displacement-controlled compression test 
is in an equilibrium state characterized by a uniformly distributed stress (To 
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and strain EO corresponding to a point on the strain-softening branch (Fig. 1). 
Let the elastic properties of the testing machine be represented by two rigidly 
supported elastic springs of spring constant C (Fig. 1). To investigate stability, 
kinematically admissible, variations of this state must be considered. Attention 
will be restricted herein to such variations in which all cross sections remain 
planar. A segment of length 211 (Fig. 1) is assumed to undergo a uniform 
infinitesimal strain increment &E I (which represents strain-softening) and the 
remaining segments of length 12 (Fig. 1) are assumed to undergo a uniform 
infinitesimal strain increment, &E 2, which represents unloading. This incremental 
deformation, which may be called longitudinal instability mode, is fully charac
terized by cross-sectional displacements &u I and &u2 shown in Fig. 1. The 
deformation mode in Fig. 1 is pictured as symmetric along the axis, but the 
analysis which follows is valid just as well for asymmetric segments 'I and 
12 and can be easily extended to subdivisions with a greater number of segments. 

Assuming that the material is sufficiently characterized by the uniaxial 
stress-strain relation, the work that must be supplied to the system specimen
loading frame in order to effect the postulated variation of the initial equilibrium 
state is 

~ W = 2[ All (uo + + E,&E I) &E I + A12( crO + + E&E 2) OE2 

+ (po + ~ C&U 2) &U 2] ............................ (I) 

in which A = cross-sectional area of the specimen; po = Auo; E, = tangent 
modulus of the strain-softening branch at point EO, UO (Fig. I) and E = modulus 
for unloading at decreasing strain, which approximately equals the elastic modulus, 
E, of an unstressed specimen before the test. The work done by the drive 
of the machine is not included in Eq. I because OU I and oU z are arbitrarily 
small and thus can occur within an arbitrarily short time in which the work 
of the drive is negligible. 

The compatibility of deformations &EI and &E 2 with support conditions requires 
that oU 2 = -IIOEI -1 2 oE 2 = 0, and so Eq. I becomes 

~ W = AI IE/OE I)2 + AI2E(&E2)2 + C(ll &EI + '2 &Ez)2 + &W ......... (2) 

in which &W = 2Au°(l1 &EI + 12oE2 + &u 2 ) = 0. It follows from the virtual 
work principle applied to the initial equilibrium state that the linear terms 
represented by /) W must vanish. Eq. 2 may be rewritten as a quadratic form 

2 2 

~W= LL ajjOEj&E j ......... . .... (3) 
j~1 j~l 

with coefficients a jj which may be arranged in the following matrix: 

.... (4) 

Eq. 3 may further be put in the form 
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. (5) 

in which 
all a 22 - a~2 

a;1 = a;2 = a 22 ................... (6) 
a 22 

A system is in a stable state when work must be supplied to the system 
(~W > 0) during any kinematically admissible variation of its state. This means 
that the variation cannot happen spontaneously, if the work required is not 
supplied. When some kinematically admissible variation of displacements can 
be found for which work is released by the system, i.e., ~ W < 0, then the 
system is unstable and the variation of displacements will happen spontaneously, 
work (-~ W) being released as kinetic energy and ultimately transformed into 
heat (~Q = -~ W) and dissipated. In fact, it follows directly from the second 
law of thermodynamics that a release of work or heat will occur whenever 
it can occur. Consequently, the test specimen will fail, due to instability, when 
a negative value of ~W becomes possible, i.e., when the quadratic form in 
Eq. 5 or Eq. 3 ceases to be positive definite. Because a~2 = ~2 = AEI2 + Cn 
is always positive, the only manner in which the quadratic form in Eq. 5 can 
become negative is by all a 22 - a~2 or det (a jj ) turning negative, i.e. 

(AE,II + CID( AEI2 + Cli) - C2IP~ < 0 .................. (7) 

which (after substituting 12 = L - II) yields the condition of instability (failure): 

-E -E I 
__ , > ~ = ------

E E L AE 
--1+--
II CI I 

........................ (8) 

When ~ W = 0, the specimen is in the state of neutral equilibrium (or bifurcation 
of equilibrium path), the occurrence of which can alternatively be determined 
from equilibrium considerations. The specimen will remain in equilibrium after 
the displacement variation if ocr I = &cr 2 and A&cr I = &P c in which &u I = E, OE I' 
&u2 = E&E Z' &P c = C&u2 = -CUI OE I + 12 &Ez). These conditions yield a system 
of two algebraic linear homogeneous equations for &EI and &E 2 : 

E,&E I - E&E Z = 0; (AE, + CI1)OE 1 + Clz&E 2 = 0 .............. (9) 

A nonzero solution is possible if, and only if, the determinant of this equation 
system vanishes. This condition leads to Eq. 8 with inequality replaced by 
equality, and obviously this result is the same as that ensuing from ~ W = 
o. 

The most serious limitation of the preceding analysis of instability is the 
assumption of uniaxial stress-strain relation, which disregards incompatibility 
of lateral strains between segments 11 and 12• This assumption should be 
satisfactory if the specimen is not too short. For short specimens it would 
be necessary to consider a two or three-dimensional (bulging) mode of inelastic 
instability with unloading, similar to the elastic instability of thick rectangular 
solids (3-5). This represents a very complex problem, at present remaining 
unsolved. From experiments, the ultimate failure mode is known to be either 
axial splitting or propagation of an inclined shear band, rather than the mode 
in Fig. 1. 
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The foregoing analysis also applies when, in a slab under in-plane compression 
ax' the declining branch is reached within a certain failure band (of width 21]) 
spreading along the slab in the y direction. In this case the appropriate a x 

- Ex relationship is that for Ey = 0 and a z = O. The error due to the disparity 
of lateral strains E z is, in this case, probably less significant than that due to 
the disparity of both Ey and Ez in uniaxial compression (a y = a z = 0). The 
remaining simple case in which compression a x is applied at Ex = Ey = 0 can 
probably never lead to strain-softening. The case of strain-softening of concrete 
in shear within a band (of width 21]) spreading across a concrete mass can 
be analyzed similarly, replacing the a - E relationship by a 'T - "y relationship. 
The tensile failure of concrete can be regarded as a limiting case of strain-softening 
in which E t tends to -'YO. 

The points on the declining branch represent states that cannot exist permanently 
because concrete undergoes intense creep or relaxation and is not in a thermody
namic equilibrium. Yet the foregoing analysis is applicable because the state 
of initial static equilibrium exists, in the sense that inertia forces are negligible. 
The tangent modulus, Ep must be evaluated as the effective sustained modulus 
for the anticipated duration of load. 

Effect of Size and Stored Energy on Ductility.-Whenever positive I] can be 
found, such that Eq. 8 is fulfilled, the specimen is unstable and fails. On the 
rising branch (E t > 0), Eq. 8 cannot be satisfied for any positive 11' which 
guarantees stability. However, on the strain-softening branch (E t < 0), the 
left-hand side of Eq. 8 is positive and the right-hand side can be made arbitrarily 
small when I] is sufficiently small, and so Eq. 8 can always be satisfied, which 
implies instability. This leads to the conclusion that, in a continuum, the 
strain-softening is impossible. 

Yet, it is a well-established experimental fact that a stable equilibrium on 
the strain-softening branch is possible (17). The reason for this apparent 
contradiction has to be sought in the assumption that the material is a continuum. 
From experiments it is well known that strain-softening can be observed only 
on small enough specimens of heterogeneous materials, such that the size of 
inhomogeneities (e.g., size of aggregate in concrete) is not too small as compared 
with the size of specimen. The assumption of a homogeneous strain state within 
the strain-softening segment of length I] (Fig. 1) is admissible only when 11 
;::, nd, d being the maximum size of aggregate and n an empirical coefficient 
greater than one; probably 2 :=; n:=; 20. Thus, the smallest possible value of the 
right-hand side of Eq. 8 is finite and is obtained by substituting 

I] = nd .................................... (10) 

This means that instability or failure on the strain-softening branch occurs only 
at a strain Ef for which the downward slope reaches a certain critical value. 
The ratio of failure strain Ef to strain Ep at peak stress may be regarded as 
a measure of ductility. When E exceeds Ep, the downward slope increases as 
E/Ep increases. Thus, according to Eq. 8, ductility Ef/Ep is less for a longer 
specimen and also for a smaller spring constant C of the support. Since the 
energy stored in the system specimen-spring increases with the flexibility of 
support, ductility E fiE p is less for a higher stored energy. These trends agree 
with experimental evidence (10,11). 
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To quantify the foregoing considerations, consider the stress-strain relation 
(Fig. 2) 

m a p 
a = ------- E.......................... (11) 

m _ 1 + (EEp) m Ep 

which describes quite closely the observed strain-softening diagrams for concrete 
(17). Exponent m depends mainly on strength f~. of concrete; m = 2 for f~ = 2,500 
psi (17.2 MN/m 2 ) and m = 3 for f~ = 5,000 psi (34.5 MN/m 2

). Calculating 
tangent modulus E

t 
= chidE from Eq. 11 and setting map/Ep = E, it follows: 

-E 
tefit 

E 

(m-1)[(~r -IJ 
[ m-\ + cEprr 

...................... (12) 

Substituting this expression into Eq. 8, a nonlinear equation for E = E f is ob
tained. Values of ductility E fiE p calculated numerically from this equation for 
various values of the size parameter, LI II' and the relative stiffness of 
support,CLI AE, are plotted in Fig. 2. 

Statistical Aspects.-The strain-softening is known to be a rather elusive 
phenomenon which mayor may not be observed depending on the testing method. 
Thus, doubts exist as to the possibility of regarding the strain-softening as a 
real property of concrete. The difficulty consists in the dichotomy between 
the limiting process defining a continuum and the finite dimensions required 
for the average (macroscopic) conditions in a composite, such as concrete. 

The strain-softening branch can be considered to be a real property of concrete 
if it is defined on the basis of the average value of the total forces acting 
on the surfaces of a great number of small specimens which are only a few 
aggregate diameters in size and are subjected on their boundaries to equal uniform 
displacements. However, it must be kept in mind that the statistical scatter 
of the stresses with regard to their average value also affects the a-E diagram. 
In contrast to the present model, the statistical scatter, which is not analyzed 
herein, can explain the effect of size upon strength (peak stress, a p); see Ref. 
20 as well as the model of parallel elements in Ref. 8 for the effect of the 
statistical distribution of the strength of microelements of the material. On the 
other hand, the statistical theories, do not predict the point of instability, which 
in turn governs ductility. For example, the model of parallel elements in Ref. 
8 does allow strain-softening regardless of size, while the present model, which 
represents a "series" model, does not. 

The basic assumptions required by the statistical nonhomogeneity and by 
the stability condition are in conflict; the former allows the material to be 
considered as a continuum only on a sufficiently large scale, while the latter 
requires the material element to be sufficiently small. The present analysis implies 
the assumption that a certain size exists such that the material element may 
be approximately treated as an element of a continuum and at the same time 
be small enough to prevent instability. To set up a rigorous theory, it will 
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be necessary to synthesize the present stability formulation and the statistical 
formulation. 

UNSTABLE CURVATURE LOCAUZATION IN STRAIN-SoFTENING BEAMS 

Consider a beam (Fig. 3) which forms part of a frame or a continuous beam, 
or is fixed at the ends. Let the elastic stiffness of adjacent beams be characterized 

k 
moment 
curvature 
diagram 

FIG. 3.-Curvature localization Mode Bk of Instability of Strain-Softening Beam 
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FIG. 4.-Examples of Structural Problems in which Strain-Softening or Cracking 
Causes Spurious Dependence on Finite Element Size 

by rotational springs of spring constants C (Fig. 3). Denote 2L = span of the 
beam and assume that the cross section is uniform and exhibits an idealized 
bilinear moment-curvature diagram shown in Fig. 3. Assume that the beam 
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has already reached a state of curvature distribution, kO (x), and bending moment 
distribution MO (x), such that segments of length I" shown in Fig. 3, are on 
the strain-softening branch. Note that at the end of segment I] the curvature 
k, must exhibit discontinuity (Fig. 3) and, therefore, segment I] is called the 
discontinuity length (1,2,19). For the sake of simplicity, the beam is assumed 
to remain in a symmetric state at all times. 

Consider now that a curvature variation, f>k(x) (Fig. 3), and end rotations, 
f><I>, are superimposed on the initial state, without changing the applied loads. 
Let end rotations B<I> represent an unloading of the adjacent beams and choose 
Bk(x) to be piece-wise constant, with values Bk] and Bk2 in segments 1 and 
2 (Fig. 3). Assume that f>k] is an increase of curvature (strain-softening) and 
Bk2 is either an unloading or an elastic loading (rising branch); this is possible 
only if the positive moments are all on the rising branch. The deformation 
mode, f>k(x), may be described as curvature localization. Its existence is 
corroborated by Barnard's experimental observation (1,2) that the discontinuity 
length shortens prior to failure. 

The work that must be supplied to effect the postulated variation of curvatures 
while keeping the loads constant is 

.1 W = MO(O) + + (Cf><I» B<I> + f~ [ MO(x) + + BM(X)] H(x) dx 

-f ~ pO (x) Bw(x) dx; or 

1 1 fL 
.1W=-(CB<I»f><I>+- f>M(x)ak(x)dx+BW ............. (13) 
22 o 

in which BM(x) and Bw(x) = variations of moments M and deflections w which 
accompany Bk(x); and f> W = virtual work of an equilibrium system of forces, 
which must vanish (f>W = 0). Variations BM(x) may be expressed as R,f>k] 
within segment 1 which softens and RBk2 within segment 2 which unloads, 
R, and R being the incremental bending rigidities of cross sections in strain
softening (R, < 0) and in unloading (R > 0). Eq. 13 then becomes 2.1 W = 

C(f><I»2 + I] R,(Bk])2 + 12R(f>k2)2. Furthermore, the condition of zero slope 
at the midspan requires that f><I> + f~ Bk(x) dx = 0 or B<I> = -I]H] 12Bk2' 
which renders Eq. 13 in the form 

.1W= (R,I] + Cm(f>k])2 + 2C/]/2Bk]Bk2 + (Rli+ Cl"i)(Bk2)2 ...... (14) 

This is a quadratic form and further considerations may proceed in the same 
manner as those which led from Eq. 3 to Eq. 9. Instability is thus found to 
occur when the determinant of the quadratic form coefficients becomes negative, 
i.e. 

(R, I] + CIT)(R/2 + C LD - C 2/T Ii < 0 ................... (15) 

Upon substituting 12 = L - II' this yields the condition of instability 

-R, -R,. __ > __ 'n_' = _____ _ ... (16) 
R R L R 

--1 +--
I] CI] 
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which is similar to Eq. 8. Equality in this relation represents the condition 
of neutral equilibrium (bifurcation of equilibrium path). This condition may be 
also deduced from the incremental equilibruim relations. 8M, = 8M2 and 8M, 
= C8<j>, in which 8M, = R8k, and R2 = R, 8k 2 (similar to Eq. 9). 

For R t < ° it is always possible to satisfy Eq. 16 by choosing a sufficiently 
short strain-softening segment, I,. Therefore, a perfectly homogeneous and 
infinitely slender beam cannot exhibit strain-softening and thus a strain-softening 
plastic hinge, which represents the limiting case I, - 0, cannot exist. 

However, strain-softening can be observed in experiments and the explanation 
must again be sought in the size effect. Segment I, must, of course, be greater 
than several sizes of the aggregate; but this condition still yields the softening 
segment too short for allowing any significant strain-softening of the beam. 
In case of a beam, however, segment I, may not be smaller than either spacing 
of stirrups or nh, h being the depth of a beam and n a small empirical coefficient 
(equal perhaps 1 to 3), because for shorter segments the bending theory cannot 
be assumed to hold and two-dimensional deformation states would have to be 
considered. The failure condition is obtained by setting in Eq. 16 

I, = nh .................................... (17) 

Eq. 16 is based on an idealized bilinear moment-curvature diagram (Fig. 3) 
and because its strain-softening branch has constant slope, failure is always 
obtained at the point of peak moment. In reality, the downward slope increases 
beyond the peak point gradually; but for such a stress-strain diagram the exact 
criterion for instability would be considerably more complex than Eq. 16. 
Nevertheless, Eq. 16 should still be approximately applicable even in this case, 
assuming that the negative tangent rigidity, R" is the same in all cross sections 
of segment a and equals the correct value for the middle of segment a, and 
that R represents the average value of tangent bending rigidities (for either 
the rising branch or for unloading) over the rest of the beam. Under this assumption 
the diagram for bending ductility of strain-softening segments would have the 
same form as that in Fig. 2. 

Applying Fig. 2 to beams, it follows that the possible extent of moment 
redistribution is less for slender beam and also for a beam with a smaller stiffness 
of the adjacent structure. For example, a fixed-end beam allows greater moment 
redistribution than a beam that is part of a continuous beam or frame and 
has exactly the same bending moments as the fixed-end beam. 

The instability due to strain-softening has been analyzed so far (14,15) only 
under the tacit assumption that the plastic hinge rotations fully characterize 
all possible incremental deformations; but this is not true because distributed 
curvature increments such as 8k in Fig. 3 are excluded, with the consequence 
that all possible instabilities are not revealed. In a number of studies (9), finite 
elements of a beam and a step-by-step loading process have been utilized to 
calculate the collapse load in presence of strain-softening. However, checks 
for all possible distributions of curvature increments have not been made in 
these studies. Based on the present results, a check for instability must be 
included at each loading step. This may be approximately accomplished by 
means of Eq. 16. Alternatively, in a finite element analysis of a beam or frame, 
the attainment of the neutral equilibrium state (or bifurcation of equilibrium 
path, .:1 W = 0) may also be determined by checking at each loading stage 
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for a zero value of the determinant of the incremental stiffness matrix. However, 
it is insufficient to check it only for one loading path; a number of possible 
forms of the stiffness matrix, corresponding to various possible combinations 
of loading and unloading tangent bending rigidities and rising branch rigidities 
in individual finite elements, must be considered at each loading stage. Further
more, along the anticipated discontinuity length, the finite element subdivision 
must be sufficiently fine or the curvature localization into a very short segments 
will be missed. 

Paradox of Strain-Softening in Beams.-The manner in which the state of 
discontinuous curvature distribution in strain-softening beams [such as kO (x) 

in Fig. 3] can be attained has been considered to be a paradox of limit analysis 
with stress-softening (see p. 684 of Ref. 24). It was argued that in theory the 
strain-softening states can never be reached, because immediately after the end 
cross sections reach the peak moment, the moment at end cross sections must 
decrease, which means that the moment in the adjacent cross sections that 
have not yet reached the peak moment curvature may only decrease, and may 
thus never reach the peak. However, this argument is fallacious in that it disregards 
the possibility of superimposed piece-wise constant discontinuous curvature 
increments [8k(x) in Fig. 3]. These do enable the adjacent cross sections to 
reach the peak moment and transit to the softening branch. In particular, right 
after the end cross sections reach the peak moment, 8k(x) occurs with a segment, 
I" of zero length, and subsequently this segment extends as the peak moment 
moves on further loading away from the support. Such short values of segment 
I, are, of course, only theoretical because a finite change in curvature can 
in reality occur only over a finite length equal to nh (Eq. 17), and it is only 
when the peak moment moves distance nh from the support that an instability 
is possible in a beam of finite depth h. Thus, it appears that the present analysis 
removes what has been considered a paradox in strain-softening of beams. 

REMARKS ON UMIT ANALYSIS BY FINITE ELEMENT METHOOS 

As has been shown, strain-softening is impossible without heterogeneity of 
the material. This represents a certain inconsistency in the mathematical model, 
because by characterizing the strain-softening in terms of stress and strain, 
the state variables of a continuous medium, one implies the material to be 
a continuum, and this property is incompatible with the existence of strain-soften
ing. One way to circumvent this inconsistency is to describe the strain-softening 
by means of a stress-displacement, rather than stress-strain relation, the displace
ment being a relative displacement over a certain characteristic length, II = 
hd. The mode of instability due to strain-softening may be described as 
strain-localization (a tendency of strain to localize within a short segment II)' 

When the thickness of the region into which the deformation in presence 
of strain-softening tends to localize is relatively small, there is an almost 
discontinuous jump in the distribution of displacement across this region. This 
is similar to the situation in brittle fracture, which exhibits a jump in displacement 
across the crack. Therefore, the effect of strain-softening and the propagation 
of strain-softening regions across a sufficiently large two or three-dimensional 
concrete structure should be treated in terms of a singular stress field and 
a certain associated stress intensity factor, similarly as in the theory of brittle 
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fracture. Instability of clay slopes due to propagation of strain-softening shear 
bands has been treated in this manner by Rice (16,18). A similar shear-strain 
localization [see Fig. 4(d)] is undoubtedly also possible in concrete. The 
stress intensity factor is applicable only if the structure is of sufficiently large 
size, as compared to the width of the localized strain region, i.e., to the size 
of the aggregate. For tensile failure of mortar, this has been experimentally 
demonstrated by Walsh (23). In the case of reinforced concrete, the structure 
must be also large with respect to the spacing of reinforcing bars, whose presence 
tends to increase the thickness of the region into which the deformation can 
localize. A gravity dam, and perhaps also a prestressed concrete reactor vessel, 
are examples of a sufficiently large concrete structure. 

In small structures, however, the deformation cannot localize into sufficiently 
thin regions because the size of aggregate and the spacing of reinforcement 
is not small enough relative to the dimensions of the structure. In such cases, 
which include most concrete beams and slabs, the assumption of stress fields 
with singularities would certainly be inappropriate. Probably the best approach 
is the finite element analysis as presently used, with the condition of strain
softening, cracking, or failure formulated in terms of the stress in the finite 
element. However, the finite elements that exhibit strain-softening must have 
precisely the proper size relative to the size of aggregate. If finite elements 
of reinforced concrete are considered, they must have the proper size relative 
to the spacing of reinforcement. What the proper size is, remains to be determined 
experimentally. 

To illustrate the effect of the choice of the finite element size, consider 
the crude element subdivision A in Fig. 4(a). The strain-softening region is 
prevented to have its size, II' smaller than the size of the finite element, and 
therefore the instability which may in reality occur for smaller II cannot be 
detected in the finite element analysis, even if complete stability checks are 
made at each loading step. It is thus clear that the calculated strains and loads 
at failure can be entirely different for the finite element subdivisions A and 
B in Fig. 4(a). When tensile cracking is modeled in the finite element analysis, 
the situation is similar because the drop of stress due to tensile cracking can 
be viewed as a limiting case of strain-softening in which the slope of the declining 
branch approaches the vertical [Fig. 4(b)]. When the finite element at the front 
of the cracked (or softening) zone is subdivided into smaller elements, the 
deformation will always localize into one of them [Fig. 4(d)] , and when these 
finite elements are made sufficiently small the tensile stress in the finite element 
just ahead of the cracked (or softening) band can be made as large as desired; 
conversely, if the condition of cracking (or strain-softening) is expressed in 
terms of stress and strain, the crack band can be made to propagate under 
a load as small as desired. For example, in reinforced concrete panels (7), 
the cracked band in the fine finite element mesh B in Fig. 4( c) would propagate 
at a load that is smaller than the load that would cause propagation of the 
cracked band in the coarse mesh A in Fig. 4(c). These are unacceptable features 
which violate the condition that the results of failure analysis must be independent 
of the analyst's will (principle of objectivity). 

If the reinforcement is very heavy, the ultimate load depends on the rein
forcement much more than on the tensile strength of concrete. Since the 
reinforcement does not exhibit any softening, the aforementioned effect of finite 
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element size in the analysis of tensile cracking is mitigated; but then one would 
obtain nearly the same result treating concrete as a material of zero tensile 
strength, in which no tensile strain-softening exists. 

Frequently, it is not certain whether the failure condition in terms of the 
stress and strain or the failure condition in terms of the stress-intensity factor 
should be applied. In such cases both conditions should be checked and only 
when both indicate propagation, the extension of the cracked or softening band 
into the next finite element should actually be implemented. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Strain-softening is impossible in a continuum because it causes instability; 
it can exist only in a heterogeneous material. Failure occurs by an unstable 
localization of strain or beam curvature in which the stored strain energy of 
the structure is transferred into a small strain-softening region, whose size is 
in concrete several times the aggregate size, in reinforced concrete several times 
the spacing of reinforcement, and in beams several times their depth. The existence 
of a lower limit on the size of this region permits ductility, along with its 
dependence on the size and stored energy, to be predicted by a stability analysis. 
Stability checks of possible curvature localization must be included when 
calculating the limit loads and moment redistributions in strain-softening concrete 
beams and frames. This is also true of finite element analyses of reinforced 
concrete structure with account of tensile cracking. Predictions of limit loads 
by these analyses depend, possibly quite strongly, on the chosen size of finite 
elements. The proper size to be used must be determined experimentally. 
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ApPENDIX n.-NOTATIONS 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

A area of cross section; 
C spring constant of support; 
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d 
E,E, 

h 
k 
L 
II 
M 

u,w 
W 
x 
o 

E,<T 

<I> 
o 
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size of inhomogeneities (e.g., aggregate); 
tangent moduli for loading or unloading and for declining branch; 
depth of cross section of beam; 
curvature of beam; 
length of specimen or beam; 
length of segment of localization of strain or curvature; 
bending moment; 
empirical coefficient (between 1 and 20); 
initial axial load or distributed load; 
tangent bending rigidities for loading or unloading and for declining 

branch; 
axial displacement and deflection; 
work; 
length coordinate of beam; 
variation sign; 
strain and stress; 
rotation of ends of beam; and 
superscript referring to initial state. 


